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were really Rajput painters working under Mogul patron-
age, and compares them with the Persian painters: 'Their
pictures surpass our conception of things.   Few, indeed,
in the whole world are equal to them/ It has been well said
that the so-called Mogul art 'however magnificent its brief
achievement, was but an episode in the history of Indian
painting. Rajput painting... belongs to the main stream*.
The real life of India went on, in fact, not greatly affected
by the splendour of the Moguls. The Hindu painters of
this time continued their work at many a court, nominally
vassal, but carrying on its own independent life. The old
legends of the Krishna cult, his childhood and mischievous
pranks, the animals charmed by his flute, his loves and his
heroic deeds—these are themes which meant little to
the orthodox Muhammadan, and though the emperors
had translations made of the great epics into Persian, yet
all this belonged to a different world, and it is this world
which Rajput art illuminates—'a magic world, where all
men are heroic, all women are beautiful and passionate
and shy, beasts both wild and tame are the friends of man,
and trees and flowers are conscious of the footsteps of the
Bridegroom as he passes by'.   How different all this is
from the elephant-fights, the lion- and tiger-hunts, the
durbars and barbaric pageantry of the Mogul painters.
If these rose to their height in noble portraits of emperors
and their courtiers, that of the Hindu painters reached its
zenith in its dedication to romantic love, to the life of the
people with their wayside camps, their pilgrimages, their
eternal quest for the Unseen. While therefore Mogul art
perished with the dynasty which had called it into being,
Kajput art lives on, albeit with a feeble flame.
It is curious yet not entirely unintelligible that in
his quest for a religion which should unite his people,
Akbar seems never to have met or heard of the great poet
Tulsi Das, whose Hindi Ramayana has much more pro-
foundly influenced India than all the splendours of Agra
and Fatepur Sikri.
The keen interest of the Moguls in natural phenomena

